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ABSTRACT 

The terms “CVE” (countering violent extremism) and “PVE” (preventing 
violent extremism) have been increasingly used over the past decade to refer 
to a variety of programs, mostly in the counterterrorism field. However, the 
specific types of programs these terms refer to are still unclear. Both the 
CVE and PVE label have been applied to programs ranging from armed state 
intervention in the workings of extremist cells to relatively abstract 
community development programs. Because this lack of clarity has led to 
widespread misunderstanding and the occasional condemnation of CVE and 
PVE programs at large, this paper aims to provide a better understanding of 
the differences between what constitutes CVE programs and PVE programs 
respectively, to provide a basis for clearer definitions in future research, and 
to explain how narrowing the scope of these terms can increase the 
effectuality of a variety of counterterrorism programs. 

Keywords: CVE, PVE, extremism, counterterrorism, radicalization, counterextremism 
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INTRODUCTION 

Among the many issues facing the field of counterterrorism (CT) today, 
semantic debates over the meaning and application of terms like “terrorism,” 
“extremism,” and “radicalization” are among the most stymying. Different 
definitions blur the scope of these concepts and can hinder the development, 
implementation, and evaluation of effective counterterrorism programs, 
preventing scholars in the field from keeping pace with the ever-evolving 
tactics of the violent extremists they study. While terms seeking to 
characterize violence itself remain controversial, a new attempt to develop 
CT programs by categorizing the methods which address the root causes of 
extremist violence has shown promise. Known circumstantially as either 
“countering violent extremism” (CVE) or “preventing violent extremism” (PVE), 
these programs seek to address extremist violence before armed intervention 
is necessary. However, both CVE and PVE have suffered the same fate as 
other CT terms, as both terms are used–sometimes interchangeably–to 
describe virtually any program that can claim to divert people away from 
violent actions.  

This paper will attempt to demonstrate that not only are CVE and PVE 
separate frameworks addressing distinct yet overlapping steps of the 
radicalization process, but that both frameworks are essential elements of a 
holistic CT action plan. The paper will begin by introducing and briefly 
exploring these two concepts before describing their applicability using the 
public health model for countering violent extremism, which was developed 
by the National Security Critical Issues Task Force (NSCITF) in 2016.  The 1

paper will conclude with a discussion of how current criticisms of CVE and 
PVE programs are addressed by separating these two terms, and will conclude 
with a brief review of potential next steps for the CT field.  

For the purposes of this paper, the following terms will be defined as follows: 

Radicalization, as defined by John Horgan, will refer to “the social and 
psychological process of incrementally experienced commitment to 

  National Security Critical Issues Task Force, “Countering Violent Extremism: Applying the 1

Public Health Model,” Georgetown Security Studies Review, 2016, 2.
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extremist political or religious ideology.”  It is critical to note that the 2

radicalization process does not always, or even often, lead to violence. While 
this paper will be addressing the specific radicalization processes that do 
result in violence, the term is not intended to refer to “radicalism” as defined 
by Alex Schmid, which can be a “non-violent and democratic” form of political 
expression.  3

Further echoing Prof. Schmid, “violent extremism” (VE) and “extremism” will 
be considered synonymous,  as both terms refer to anti-democratic 4

worldviews which leave “no room for diversity of opinions and alternative life-
styles.”  Extremism and VE will refer to the end stage of a radicalization 5

process which results in absolutist opinions that condone violence as a viable 
means of achieving a goal, regardless of the individual’s own willingness to 
commit violence themselves.  

Efforts to address VE will be categorized under the umbrella term of 
“counterterrorism.” While definitions of “terrorism” itself typically hinge on 
the “deliberate creation and exploitation of fear through violence or the 
threat of violence in pursuit of political change,”  counterterrorism programs 6

target violent or extremist actions that may provoke fear, regardless of the 
perpetrator’s specific motivations. As such, the various terms in this paper will 
refer to specific facets of a broader “counterterrorism” strategy, as they 
include programs designed to divert people away from the decision to use 
violence as a tool of change. 

As there is not yet a consensus on the exact meanings of the terms listed 
above, this paper is not intended to take a definitive stance on their usage. 
Rather, they are only defined in order to provide reference points for the 
argument delivered below. 

  John Horgan and Kurt Braddock, “Rehabilitating the Terrorists?: Challenges in Assessing the 2

Effectiveness of De-radicalization Programs” in Terrorism and Political Violence (Los Angeles: 
Routledge, 2010), 279. 

  Alex Schmid, “Radicalisation, De-Radicalisation, Counter-Radicalisation: A Conceptual 3

Discussion and Literature Review,” International Centre for Counter-Terrorism, 2013, 8.

  Ibid, 9-10.4

  Astrid Bötticher, “Towards Academic Consensus Definitions of Radicalism and Extremism” in 5

Perspectives on Terrorism, Volume 11 Number 4 (2017), 74.

  Bruce Hoffman, “Inside Terrorism” (New York: Columbia University Press, 2017), 44. 6
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BACKGROUND 

On May 1, 2003, then-U.S. President George W. Bush held a press conference 
on the USS Abraham Lincoln, announcing that “major combat operations in 
Iraq [had] ended.” He went on to link the “liberation” of Iraq to his 
administration’s “campaign against terror,” stating that “The war on terror is 
not over; yet it is not endless. We do not know the day of final victory, but we 
have seen the turning of the tide.”  Over seventeen years later, President 7

Bush’s approach to the War on Terror has been widely branded as a failure. 
Although his administration’s use of hard military power was effective in 
tackling the tangible assets of U.S. adversaries,  the Bush strategy focused 8

too much “on eliminating terrorists and their networks” rather than 
understanding and addressing the drivers of terrorism in the first place.  9

  
By 2005, the U.S and its E.U. allies were exploring a broader approach to 
addressing global terrorism. ,  This approach emphasized identifying the 10 11

underlying reasons why people become terrorists, and has allowed 
policymakers to explore concrete factors that might lead to the decision to 
engage in terrorist attacks, such as education, economic well-being, cultural 
identity, and group psychology, to name a few. Officially known as 
Countering Violent Extremism (CVE), this framework became imminently 
popular in the late-2000s, and has only grown in usage over the past 
decade.  12

  George W. Bush, “President Bush Announces Major Combat Operations in Iraq Have Ended,” 7

Remarks by the President from the USS Abraham Lincoln, May 2003., https://georgewbush-
whitehouse.archives.gov/news/releases/2003/05/20030501-15.html.

  Michael O’Hanlon, “Operation Iraqi Freedom and the Future of the U.S. Military” Brookings 8

Institution, June 2003, https://www.brookings.edu/research/operation-iraqi-freedom-and-the-
future-of-the-u-s-military.

  Brahma Chellaney, “The Global War on Terrorism Has Failed. Here’s How to Win,” Foreign 9

Policy, May 2003, https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/05/11/the-global-war-on-terrorism-has-
failed-heres-how-to-win.

  Susan Glasser, “Review May Shift Terror Policies: U.S. Is Expected to Look Beyond Al Qaeda,” 10

The Washington Post, May 2005, DC Public Library Archives.

  “The European Union Counter-Terrorism Strategy,” Council of the European Union, 11

November 2005, 7-9, https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/
ST%2014469%202005%20REV%204/EN/pdf.

  Arun Kundnani and Ben Hayes, “The globalisation of Countering Violent Extremism policies: 12

Undermining human rights, instrumentalising civil society” Transnational Institute, 2018, 5,  
https://www.tni.org/files/publication-downloads/
the_globalisation_of_countering_violent_extremism_policies.pdf.
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However, while the introduction of CVE has brought policy analysts another 
step closer towards understanding and stopping terrorist attacks, it has not 
provided the clarity many hoped it would. While CVE allows analysts to 
identify drivers of terrorism, the breadth and scope of these drivers is so large 
and so complex that a “whole-of-government approach” is consistently cited 
as a requirement for effectively addressing the terrorism issue.  The previous 13

ambiguity of CVE, which has allowed the term to be applied to everything 
from foreign aid to surveillance programs,  was mitigated by the Swiss 14

government’s publication of its 2015 counterterrorism strategy which 
focused more on the “prevention” of terrorist attacks as opposed to 
“countering” the threats posed by extremist views. ,  This emphasis on 15 16

prevention was subsequently endorsed by the U.N.’s Plan of Action to Prevent 
Violent Extremism, which stressed the “need to take a more comprehensive 
approach which encompasses not only ongoing, essential security-based 
counter-terrorism measures, but also systematic preventive measures which 
directly address the drivers of violent extremism.”  17

While the U.N. draws the same distinctions between the hard and soft 
approaches to VE as the U.S. and E.U., no governing entity has yet identified 
CVE and PVE as separate concepts. Rather, the current trend among relevant 
actors appears to be determined by geography: U.S. entities primarily use the 
CVE label, while European entities use the PVE label. At best, certain 
organizations have recognized both terms by splicing them into the acronym 
“P/CVE.”  18

The unwillingness to engage with both concepts simultaneously makes little 
sense. Objectively, “counter” and “prevent” are different words with separate 

  Will McCants and Clinton Watts, “U.S. Strategy for Countering Violent Extremism: An 13

Assessment,” Foreign Policy Research Institute, December 2012.

  Arun Kundnani and Ben Hayes, “The globalisation of Countering Violent Extremism policies: 14

Undermining human rights, instrumentalising civil society – Executive Summary,” Transnational 
Institute, 2018, https://www.tni.org/files/publication-downloads/
the_globalisation_of_countering_violent_extremism-_executive_summary.pdf. 

 “Counterterrorism Strategy for Switzerland,” The Swiss Federal Council, September 2015.15

  Owen Frazer and Christian Nünlist, “The Concept of Countering Violent Extremism,” CSS 16

Analyses in Security Policy, Volume 183, Center for Security Studies, ETH Zurich, December 
2015, 4, https://css.ethz.ch/content/dam/ethz/special-interest/gess/cis/center-for-securities-
studies/pdfs/CSSAnalyse183-EN.pdf.

  UN General Assembly, “Plan of Action to Prevent Violent Extremism,” Seventieth session, 17

December 2015, 2.

  Georgia Holmer et al., “Measuring Up: Evaluating the Impact of P/CVE Programs,” United 18

States Institute of Peace, 2018.
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meanings and connotations. To “counter” something is to react to it, while to 
“prevent” something is to stop it from occurring in the first place. The 
following two sections will more deeply explore the phrases CVE and PVE, 
and will present arguments for establishing separate definitions of both 
concepts. 

CVE 

Since its inception, one of CVE’s central problems has been its ambiguity. ,  19 20

As one analyst quipped in 2009, “If CVE includes everything from COIN in 
Afghanistan to after-school programs in Birmingham, it just might be too 
broad. And if that mission is defined by CVE, then isn’t this just the old [Global 
War on Terror] under a new name?”  The question is fair. The U.S. government 21

alone uses at least five separate definitions of CVE, each of which interpret 
the goal of CVE in different ways.  USAID, for example, focuses on reducing 22

the “risk of recruitment and radicalization to violence” and on strengthening 
ties with local partners;  the State Department builds on this by also 23

addressing both risk factors and pursuing “actions to counter” the 
recruitment efforts of violent extremists.  Others, such as the Department 24

of Homeland Security, describe CVE programs as an “approach to mitigating 
or preventing potential terrorist activity” with a particular emphasis on 
engaging local communities.  25

This ambiguity has been costly. Because factors leading to violent extremism 
can include virtually any cause or circumstance that makes people unhappy, 
governments claiming to stop VE before it happens are given carte blanche 
to pursue whichever policies they deem necessary for maintaining national 

  NSCITF, “Countering Violent Extremism,” 5.19

  Naureen Chowdhury Fink et al, “Evaluating Countering Violent Extremism Programming: 20

Practice and Progress,” Center on Global Counterterrorism Cooperation, September 2013, 5. 

  Marc Lynch, “10 Questions on Combating Violent Extremism,” Foreign Policy, November 21

2009, https://foreignpolicy.com/2009/11/04/10-questions-on-combating-violent-extremism.

  NSCITF, “Countering Violent Extremism,” 8.22

  “Countering Violent Extremism Through Development Assistance,” United States Agency 23

for International Development, October 2019, 2.

  “Department of State & USAID Joint Strategy on Countering Violent Extremism,” U.S. 24

Department of State, May 2016, 4.

  Management Directorate, “DHS Lexicon Terms and Definitions,” Department of Homeland 25

Security, October 2017, 127.
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security.  Already, U.S.-based organizations have criticized the government 26

for using CVE programs to “mask efforts to gather intelligence, identify 
individuals who are not suspected of wrongdoing for surveillance, recruit 
informants, and co-opt community leaders to promote government 
messaging.”  Accusations of racial profiling and Islamophobia have been 27

leveled against the government by a number of human rights organizations 
who argue that federal agencies have tasked communities of American 
Muslims with spying on each other, violating both the First Amendment rights 
of these citizens and “reinforcing the existing prejudices that such 
communities are associated with terrorism and violence.”  28

Despite this dismal first impression, the underlying principles of CVE are 
sound. Regardless of what drives them, no individual goes to bed as a content 
citizen and wakes up with the idea to firebomb a courthouse – they become 
willing to use violence in this way in response to their perceived external 
circumstances. Proper CVE programs should seek to counter the appeal of 
VE by disrupting the radicalization process that leads to this mindset, and can 
do so by focusing on two goals: providing avenues for individuals in this 
process to deradicalize if they wish to, and attempting to disengage specific, 
at-risk individuals from the source(s) of conflict driving them towards VE.  29

Because the threat of VE is present and identifiable at this late stage of the 
radicalization process, CVE can counter it with tailored solutions. Such 
measures should interlock with other, broader elements of a 
counterterrorism strategy which address earlier stages of the radicalization 
process, as will be demonstrated in the following sections. 

PVE 

In 2015, the U.N.’s Plan of Action to Prevent Violent Extremism asked member 
states to “consider developing a national plan of action to prevent violent 

  “Countering violent extremism, a ‘perfect excuse’ to restrict free speech and control the 26

media,” United Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner, May 2016, https://
www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=19916&LangID=E.

  “Why Countering Violent Extremism Programs Are Bad Policy,” Brennan Center for Justice, 27

September 2019, https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/why-countering-
violent-extremism-programs-are-bad-policy.

  Complaint, “Council on American-Islamic Relations – CA et al. vs. Federal Emergency 28

Management Agency et al.,” U.S. District Court Central District of California, Western Division, 
March 2018, Case No. 2:17-cv-07887-PSG-KS, 3, 5, 11, 12, 19.

  J.M. Berger, “Making CVE Work: A Focused Approach Based on Process Disruption,” 29

International Centre for Counter-Terrorism, May 2016, 12-19. 
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extremism which sets national priorities for addressing the local drivers of 
violent extremism and complements national counter-terrorism strategies.”  30

The plan laid out seven focus areas to prevent the development of VE, 
including: dialogue and conflict prevention; strengthening good governance, 
human rights, and the rule of law; engaging communities; empowering youth; 
gender equality and empowering women; education, skills development, and 
employment facilitation; and strategic communications, the internet, and 
social media.  31

Several European countries have since followed through on producing their 
own “National Action Plan,” (NAP) addressing some or occasionally all of 
these categories. Switzerland, for example, has produced twenty-six measures 
for addressing VE, which mandate everything from pilot programs for 
addressing false online narratives to training more support staff on how to 
better assist asylum seekers.  Norway has laid out similar measures, including 32

the creation of health sector initiatives that work more closely with victims of 
domestic violence and mental health problems, and organizing “dialogue 
conferences for youth” in order to engage them more directly in the 
country’s political discussions.  Other countries, such as Sweden, have taken 33

a truly holistic approach in creating a tiered plan to “prevent,” “preempt,” and 
“protect” their citizens from VE.  Their “prevent” measures adopt PVE 34

initiatives such as “broadening and deepening” dialogue with faith 
communities “with the aim of stimulating their work with democracy and 
democratic awareness,”  while the “preempt” and “protect” measures 35

include, respectively, providing individualized support to those affected by VE 
and improving information-sharing programs that may better “identify people 
with links to terrorism.” ,  36 37

  UN General Assembly, “Plan of Action,” 11. 30

 Ibid, 14-20. 31

  “National Action Plan to Prevent and Counter Radicalisation and Violent Extremism,” Swiss 32

Security Network, December 2017, 27-29.

  “Action plan against Radicalisation and Violent Extremism,” Norwegian Ministry of Justice 33

and Public Security, August 2014, 18.

  Swedish Government Communications 2014/15:146, “Prevent, Preempt, Protect: The 34

Swedish counter-terrorism strategy,” Ministry of Justice, September 2015, 8-21. 

  Swedish Government Communications 2014/15:144, “Actions to Make Society More 35

Resilient to Violent Extremism,” Ministry of Culture, January 2016, 30-31.

  Ibid, 32.36

  Swedish Government Communications, “Prevent, Preempt, Protect,” 24.37
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Notably, each of these programs differentiate themselves from U.S. CVE 
programs by seeking to address broad societal factors that can lead to VE, 
rather than seeking to actively combat the influence of an active VE threat, 
which U.S. entities implicitly assume to already exist in specific communities. 
To phrase it more directly: PVE programs seek to prevent VE from occurring, 
while CVE programs address the influence of VE which is already present.  

While the PVE programs mentioned above are relatively recent developments 
and thus have not yet produced much feedback, it may be significant to note 
that a number of these initiatives emphasize cooperative partnerships 
between the state and civil society communities and organizations. This 
emphasis correlates with the findings of the United States Institute of Peace’s 
Task Force on Extremism in Fragile States, which argues that:  

the framework for strategic prevention should recognize that 
addressing the political and contextual conditions for extremism will 
require adaptive programs that empower leaders to strengthen state-
society relations and better respond to their citizens’ needs. The 
success of such preventive efforts should be gauged by whether 
national and local leaders are becoming more widely trusted within a 
given community or society […] Because the conditions that 
undermine the legitimacy of a state or spread mistrust in a society 
are specific to individual contexts, a preventive strategy must be 
adapted to each country in which it is applied, rather than offer 
general prescriptions for entire regions. Rebuilding the social 
compact between a society and the state requires strengthening 
inclusive, responsive, and accountable political and economic 
institutions at both the local and the national levels.  38

As such, the public reactions to these NAPs may be more favorable than 
reactions to certain U.S. CVE programs, as those programs prioritized the 
concerns of the U.S. national security apparatus over the concerns of their 
community partners. 

  Task Force on Extremism in Fragile States, “Preventing Extremism in Fragile States: A New 38

Approach,” United States Institute of Peace, February 2019, 21. 
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APPLYING THE NSCITF PUBLIC HEALTH MODEL 

In October, 2016, the National Security Critical Issues Task Force released a 
“public health model framework for CVE” defining “strategies and activities 
using a framework of primary, secondary, and tertiary approaches.”  As 39

depicted in Figure 1 (Figure 4 in the NSCITF paper),  the NSCITF model 40

resembles a pyramid, with a base level of primary, preventative measures 
focusing on “society as a whole,” a narrower, more focused secondary level 
“directed towards individuals and groups identified as at-risk for violent 
extremism,” and a third, extremely targeted category of programs “directed 
toward radicalized individuals or groups who may be actively committing, 
planning, or recruiting for a violent extremist cause.”  41

Figure 1: NSCITF’s Public Health Model for Addressing CVE 

The model prescribes specific programs and identifies target groups based on 
observable behavior, and assigns increasingly intervention-based solutions to 
communities or individuals depending on the severity of their categorical 
behaviors. Not only does this model resemble the tiered approach to VE 
being piloted by countries like Sweden, it also neatly parallels our 
understanding of the radicalization process. Quintan Wiktorowicz, who 
identified the “cognitive opening” as the first step to accepting radical ideas, 
mapped out a similarly pyramid-shaped structure which creates a traceable 
path from contentment to VE for individuals using a religious lens to justify 

  NSCITF, “Countering Violent Extremism,” 2.39

  Ibid, 17.40

  Ibid, 14-16. 41
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their actions.  Fathali Moghaddam and Joshua Sinai created similar models, 42

both of which follow the general trend of tracing radicalization to violent 
extremism through increasingly smaller sections of society, culminating in a 
small number of people who are ready and willing to engage in VE. ,  43 44

The NSCITF model allows practitioners to develop programs targeting 
specific steps of this process, disrupting at multiple steps the means by which 
the influences of VE restructure participants’ worldviews.  The benefits of 45

such an approach are clear: tailoring programs to specific steps of 
radicalization “can clarify roles and responsibilities” for administrative 
organizations, “[identify] who should be involved at various phases in the 
radicalization process,” and allows governments to incorporate existing 
programs and resources into a cohesive counterterrorism strategy.  This 46

model also addresses the oft-cited criticism of counterterrorism programs as 
being “ideology-dependent,” by identifying and accounting for “five broad 
factors for radicalization: personal, group, community, sociopolitical, and 
ideological,” all of which fit its framework.   47

However, the model’s critical weakness, which is highlighted by the authors 
themselves, is that every variety of program described in this model is 
labelled as a “CVE” program, a term which, in their own words, “has an unclear 
definition, mission, and leadership structure.”  As mentioned in previous 48

sections, such a widely applicable, amorphous term makes it difficult to 
establish a leadership structure, manage security priorities, and identify which 
types of programs are needed in specific contexts. Although the NSCITF 
model assigns different programs to specific categories, it remains difficult to 
discuss, compare, or evaluate programs that all bear the same categorical 
label.  

  Alejandro Beutel, “Building Bridges to Strengthen America: Forging an Effective 42

Counterterrorism Enterprise between Muslim Americans and Law Enforcement,” Muslim Public 
Affairs Council, November 2009, 9.

  Fathali Moghaddam, “The Staircase to Terrorism: A Psychological Exploration,” American 43

Psychology Volume 60(2), Feb-March 2005, 162-166. 

  Joshua Sinai, “A Model on Radicalization into Extremism and Terrorism,” The Intelligencer: 44

Journal of U.S. Intelligence Studies, September 2012, 22-23.  

  Anja Dalgaard-Nielsen, “Studying Violent Radicalization in Europe: The Potential 45

Contribution of Social Movement Theory,” Danish Institute for International Studies, January 
2008, 6.

  NSCITF, “Countering Violent Extremism,” 21.46

  Ibid, 6.47

  Ibid, 7.48
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This problem can be resolved by breaking down each level of the NSCITF 
model and identifying it as its own concept. For example, the NSCITF model’s 
primary prevention programs include critical thinking courses, scholarships, 
mental healthcare, criminal justice reform, interfaith dialogues, and job 
counseling as potential ways of addressing the fundamental drivers of VE.  In 49

the view of the U.N. and many European countries, these programs are 
synonymous with a PVE framework. Conversely, NSCITF’s tertiary level 
prescribes direct, more heavy-handed methods which provide “off-ramps” to 
counter the appeal that VE rhetoric may hold for a specific individual. The 
European Union’s Radicalisation Awareness Network has identified twenty-
one such programs that provide a wide variety of methods for dissuading 
individuals who have been identified as “high-risk,” as well as those who are 
active participants in VE organizations and are seeking a way out.  Labelling 50

these direct, hands-on programs as CVE would allow governments and 
practitioners to distinguish between the broad, development-centric PVE 
programs and sensitive, security-focused CVE programs which require a 
much greater understanding of individual contexts.  

By distinguishing between these two concepts, the NSCITF model becomes a 
viable way for creating, categorizing, and delegating responsibilities for 
various programs across different government agencies. Unfortunately, while 
core PVE and CVE concepts can be ascribed to the primary and tertiary levels 
respectively, the secondary level, which targets groups or individuals which 
have likely been exposed to VE rhetoric but cannot be said to have 
definitively adopted extremist views, remains unaffiliated. As such, and at the 
risk of adding yet another acronym to the counterterrorism lexicon, this 
author proposes that secondary tier programs be categorized as Addressing 
Violent Extremism, or AVE. These programs emphasize providing counter-
messaging campaigns, increasing community cohesion, and identifying viable 
ways for law enforcement organizations to cooperate with specific 
communities. They are premised upon knowing the VE rhetoric is present, 
which elevates security concerns above the primary prevention level, while 
refraining from directly engaging individuals or accusing a community of 
harboring VE motivations, which would necessitate a tertiary CVE response. 

  Ibid, 14.49

  Radicalization Awareness Network, “Exit Strategies,” European Commission, https://50

ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/what-we-do/networks/radicalisation_awareness_network/ran-best-
practices/ran-exit-strategies_en.
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ADDRESSING VIOLENT EXTREMISM 

Executed correctly, AVE programs need to walk the fine line between 
acknowledging that a VE risk is present and accidentally alienating or further 
stigmatizing specific individuals or communities, a phenomenon which “can 
further a sense of alienation and hostility that can feed into grievances 
capitalized upon” by genuine VE threats. ,  Currently, AVE programs may be 51 52

the most difficult to implement: while source material for PVE programs can 
be gathered by analyzing widespread trends in society and CVE-specific 
information on high-risk individuals can be gathered by most national 
intelligence communities, AVE data–because it is drawn from the community 
level–likely presents the most opportunities to engage in profiling. A prime 
example of this phenomenon is the UK’s Prevent strategy. 

Nominally, Prevent aims at three objectives: responding to the “ideological 
challenge” of terrorism, preventing people from being drawn into terrorism, 
and working with community partners to address risks of radicalization.  53

Primarily aiming to achieve these goals by providing grants to locally-sourced 
development initiatives and by fostering closer ties between these initiatives, 
affiliated organizations, and law enforcement agencies, the Prevent strategy 
has been widely accused of being a pretext for unjustified surveillance of 
British Muslims, which the strategy itself acknowledges.  The heart of this 54

accusation lies in the fact that many local projects were funded in a thinly-
veiled attempt to gain informants in Muslim communities,  and has resulted 55

in widespread beliefs that Prevent has increased the repression of British 
Muslims who voice any political opinion that is even slightly critical of the 
status quo. ,  56 57

  Tamar Mitts, “Do Community Engagement Efforts Reduce Extremist Rhetoric on Social 51

Media?” SSRN, March 2017, 8.

  “We Don’t Trust Anyone: Strengthening Relationships as the Key to Reducing Violent 52

Extremism in Kenya,” International Alert, September 2016, 30.

  “Prevent Strategy,” Secretary of State for the UK Home Department, June 2011, 7.53

  Ibid, 99-102. 54

  Fahid Qurashi, “The Prevent strategy and the UK ‘war on terror’: embedding infrastructures 55
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While it may be true that the UK government believes British Muslims as a 
distinct community encounter VE influences in their daily lives, and are 
therefore vulnerable to recruitment, the government overstepped its AVE 
responsibilities by centering its desire for surveillance at the core of its 
outreach efforts. If the government genuinely believed that British Muslim 
communities were being sought out by VE recruiters, it should have fostered 
community-oriented approaches towards project funding and local 
partnerships, rather than community-targeted efforts. The key distinction 
being that community-oriented approaches center and contextualize the 
needs of communities on an equal footing with those of the government, 
while community-targeted initiatives prioritize national security concerns and 
intelligence-gathering efforts over those of the community in question.  58

BENEFITS, REMAINING CHALLENGES, AND NEXT STEPS 

Organizing a national counterterrorism plan based on the NSCITF model and 
applying the terms as described above would address a number of previously 
intractable problems in the CT field. By breaking down what has previously 
been known as either “CVE” or “PVE” into three separate but related 
programmatic categories, practitioners can better: 

• Identify “who should intervene, when, where, and on what level” of 
severity, rather than allowing governing entities to mix and match an 
assortment of PVE, AVE, or CVE programs which may not fit their 
needs;  59

• Categorize and differentiate drivers of extremism, placing macro, 
societal factors in the PVE realm, meso-level factors in the AVE realm, 
and micro, individual factors in the CVE realm;  60

• Incorporate local partners who may have been previously put off by 
unclear messaging, an overreliance on law enforcement, or a lack of 
transparency in their government’s intentions;  61
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• And create the potential for developing more targeted evaluation 
programs, as previous efforts have experienced difficulty in parsing 
out a program’s broader impacts versus its reception at the individual 
level.  62

By providing a framework to resolve these issues, policymakers can ideally 
create clearly defined, tailored counterterrorism strategies that do not repeat 
the mistakes of the past two decades.  

Although addressing these issues may help move CT practitioners one step 
closer towards creating the kind of flexible, holistic programs needed to 
resolve the issues presented by VE, other obstacles remain, including:  

• Proving the effectiveness of programs which, when successful, will 
have little to no visible impact on the real world (also described as 
proving a negative);  63

• Resolving tensions between a state’s security concerns and a society’s 
democratic rights, such as the freedom of speech and right to 
privacy;  64

• Potentially destabilizing a community’s internal dynamics by 
interfering with local norms or practices;  

• And the politicization of such programs, which could affect both 
funding and the desired impact on specific communities.  65

While significant progress has been made in the past decade with regard to 
measuring and evaluating such programs,  other issues may simply be 66

intrinsic risks in the development and implementation process. If they are 
indeed solvable, significantly more research will be needed to identify 
potential solutions. Preceding that, the framework presented in this paper 
alone requires significant resources to implement correctly; determining, for 
example, which education initiatives will be most helpful at the PVE level or 
which communities can be deemed “vulnerable” to VE influences necessitates 
a significant amount of knowledge about how different societies function and 
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how they perceive the world around them. Some countries, such as the 
United States, face the added challenge of having a large, geographically 
dispersed, culturally and demographically heterogenous society. Identifying 
which factors to address in which regions will not be easy; yet, with rapidly 
increasing technological advances and the constant creation of better data 
management tools, the intractable problems of previous decades may not 
trouble us for much longer.  

Future scholarly work would also benefit from looking outside the Western 
sphere to see how other countries have successfully applied the multi-tiered 
framework described above. While the scope of this paper has centered U.S. 
and European policy measures as primary examples of counterterrorism 
efforts, a variety of other national governments have engaged in similar 
activities that could provide valuable lessons for Western policymakers. For 
example, Morocco’s efforts at shaping religious narratives appear to have 
mitigated the ability of VE recruiters to leverage ideological arguments 
against discontented citizens,  while Colombia and Saudi Arabia have been 67

grappling with the deradicalization and disengagement of militant fighters for 
a number of years. ,  Limiting research to the countries which have 68 69

specifically invoked the terms “CVE” or “PVE” obscures previous work in this 
field, some of which may hold vital clues for learning how to address 
counterterrorism’s remaining issues. 
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